
Obstructive pulmonary disease



• A chronic inflammatory disease of the airways,
the precise cause of which is incompletely
understood.

• In susceptible individuals, inflammatory
symptoms are usually associated with
widespread, variable airflow obstruction and
an increase in airways’ response to a variety of
stimuli.

• Obstruction is usually reversible, either
spontaneously or with treatment’.



• Diagnosis depends on clinical judgement in
addition to airflow measurement, provoking
factors and reversibility on treatment.

• On average, each doctor in the UK will have about
125 asthma patients, and a community pharmacy
can expect to see about twice this number.

• Up to 80% of children suffer episodic symptoms
of wheezing, usually associated with respiratory
infections, but most of these are not regarded as
asthmatics.





Pathophysiology
• The underlying problem is intense airways inflammation, leading to

bronchial hyperreactivity.

• Asthmatics may be up to 100 times more sensitive than normal
subjects and atopic individuals suffering from hay fever but not
asthma form an intermediate group.

• Also, remodelling over time causes changes in all the layers of the
airway walls (e.g. goblet cell hyperplasia, shortening of smooth
muscle cells and swelling of the adventitia), which contribute to
hyper-reactivity, especially in chronic asthma.

• Inflammation is clearly the single most significant sign.

• In an acute attack, the epithelium is intensely infiltrated with
eosinophils, causing the release of pro-inflammatory eosinophil
products (e.g. proteins and neurotoxins), which damage the
epithelium.









Clinical features
• The classic symptoms of asthma are attacks of

breathlessness, wheezing, ‘chest tightness’ and cough
that start within 15 min of exposure to a trigger factor.

• Depending on the severity of the attack, peak flow may
fall to 25–75% of that recorded between attacks, and
usually recovers over a period of 60–90 min without
treatment.

• In a severe attack there will be hyperventilation and
hyperinflation, to the extent that patients are incapable
of speaking in complete sentences, with prolonged
expiration and the use of the accessory muscles of
respiration.









Management:
The aims of management are to:
• control symptoms, minimize anxiety and
permit as normal a life as possible, including
participation in sports;
• minimize the need for reliever medication and
eliminate exacerbations;
• educate the patient about the disease and its
treatment;
• identify and eliminate triggers, thus
minimizing morbidity and preventing death.



• Drug treatment is often thought of in terms of
either prophylaxis or the relief of symptoms.

• In asthma, both approaches are commonly
used concurrently, and combination therapy is
normal.

• However, effective prophylaxis should
minimize exacerbations and avoid the need
for rescue therapy.





Treatment in an acute attack:
• This is designed to promote recovery and prevent

deterioration to the point when hospital
treatment becomes necessary.

• Occasional attacks in an adult can be treated with
an inhaled selective SABA bronchodilator.

• If there are more frequent or more severe
episodes, routine prophylactic treatment is
added.

• This usually starts with an inhaled regular
standard-dose corticosteroid, plus an inhaled
SABA bronchodilator when required.













Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease:
• is the collective term for a number of chronic,

slowly progressive conditions, most of which are
either caused by tobacco smoking or are
exacerbated by it.

• The conditions produce widespread, persistent
airways obstruction that is largely irreversible.

• The underlying condition in all of these is usually
COPD or emphysema (or a combination of these).



• The airway obstruction is due to a
combination of inflammation, mucus
secretion and parenchymal damage.

• The damage is the result of chronic
inflammation that differs from that seen in
asthma and which is usually the result of
inhaling tobacco smoke.

• The term ‘bronchitis’ describes inflammation
of the larger airways and should now be
restricted to the acute condition.







Clinical features:
• The cardinal early symptoms are as follows:
• ‘Smoker’s cough’: initially present on winter

mornings, but later throughout the year.

• Sputum: usually copious and tenacious (mucoid).
It may be yellow, green or khakicoloured
(mucopurulent) during infective exacerbations.

• Dyspnoea: as with all obstructive airways
diseases expiration is the difficult phase.

• Fever and the usual signs of infection during
exacerbations.



• Cyanosis: if the respiratory deficit is severe;
frank central cyanosis is discernible when
there is about 5 g/dL of deoxygenated Hb in
the blood.

• Hyperinflation: a consequence of air trapping.

• Plethoric complexion: patients may have a
high facial colour due to secondary poly-
cythaemia (erythrocytosis, a raised red cell
count), a normal physiological response to
hypoxaemia.



Management of COPD:
• Because most patients have a combination of

inflammation and Alpha1-antitrypsin AAT deficiency,
their treatment is based on similar principles. There is
unlikely to be a significant reversible element.

• The aims of management of COPD are to:
• educate the patient about their disease and prognosis;
• prevent deterioration;
• minimize the frequency and severity of exacerbations
and complications;
• give the best possible symptomatic relief;
• achieve a reasonable quality of life.






